
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN CHARACTERS IN RICHARD ADAMS

WATERSHIP DOWN

Watership Down is a survival and adventure novel by English author Richard Adams, Evoking epic themes, the novel
follows the rabbits as they escape the .. Joan Bridgman's analysis of Adams's works in The Contemporary Review.

Rabbits eat, sleep, and mate at times determined by their Mark, and any rabbit who tries to escape is caught
and mutilated by the Owsla. He begins the story as a timid rabbit who is known only to his brother Hazel
although other rabbits have heard of his predictions. El-ahrairah is a trickster who achieves his ends by
outsmarting his enemies rather than by fighting them. He and his older brother Hazel attempt to convince the
Chief Rabbit to evacuate the warren, but their warning is not heeded. The Sandleford rabbits debate as to
whether they should retaliate by attacking Cowslip and the others, but decide to leave instead. Yet there is also
an expectation of honesty between rabbits and unity against elil, or predatory enemies. He lives his life
pretending that rabbits are not dying all around him, and he is almost killed by Holly. The language fragments
in the books consist of a few dozen distinct words, used mainly for the naming of rabbits , their mythological
characters, and objects in their world. He attempts to rein in El-ahrairah several times, but is always
outsmarted by the rabbit. His primary objective is power and control. When the rabbits help him he becomes
friends with them. He is open to new ideas and ways of doing things, a characteristic which saves the lives of
the rabbits in his new warren. This warren has no Chief Rabbit, but a rabbit named Cowslip welcomes Hazel
and the other newcomers warmly. To provide some relief from the ongoing stress, Dandelion tells stories of
El-Ahrairah, or the Prince with the Thousand Enemies. He participates in many of the El-ahrairah's capers.
Strawberry is larger than the other rabbits but he knows little of the wild. She adjusts to the wild life better
than any of the others, and she mates with Speedwell. After that, however, he follows orders and helps the
group as best as he can. Rothen and Beverly Langston identified the work as one that "subtly speaks to a
child", with "engaging characters and fast-paced action [that] make it readable. Bigwig Also called Thlayli
because of a large tuft of hair on his head. A folk hero and legend, El-Ahrairah is depicted at times as the king
or ruler of all rabbits.


